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ERVA is an ERVA is an Emergency Respiratory Ventilation ApparatusEmergency Respiratory Ventilation Apparatus. A Non. A Non
Invasive (NIV) portable ventilation device to suit emergency responseInvasive (NIV) portable ventilation device to suit emergency response
as well as personal care.ERVA is an Automated Bag Valve Mask (BVM)as well as personal care.ERVA is an Automated Bag Valve Mask (BVM)
system which provides mechanical ventilation through a highlysystem which provides mechanical ventilation through a highly
controlled fashion. By simplifying conventional ICU Ventilators with ancontrolled fashion. By simplifying conventional ICU Ventilators with an
intuitive design we can easily set it up with 4 major parameters whichintuitive design we can easily set it up with 4 major parameters which
are tidal volume, inspiration to expiration (I:E) ratio, respiratory rateare tidal volume, inspiration to expiration (I:E) ratio, respiratory rate
and PEEP. ERVA offers up to 8 hours of battery life and has built inand PEEP. ERVA offers up to 8 hours of battery life and has built in
audio-visual alarms keeping safety first. With compact form factor andaudio-visual alarms keeping safety first. With compact form factor and
user friendly interface ERVA bridges the gap between a manual Ambuuser friendly interface ERVA bridges the gap between a manual Ambu
bag and an ICU ventilators when they aren't easily available.bag and an ICU ventilators when they aren't easily available.
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Vexma Technologies provide Enterprise 3D Printing Solutions withVexma Technologies provide Enterprise 3D Printing Solutions with
industrial grade materials to choose from. We provide value addedindustrial grade materials to choose from. We provide value added
services for new design and product development suitable for allservices for new design and product development suitable for all
modes of manufacturing compatible with Industry 4.0. Under Make Inmodes of manufacturing compatible with Industry 4.0. Under Make In
India Campaign, we make sure that Indian manufacturing technologiesIndia Campaign, we make sure that Indian manufacturing technologies
follows the evolutionary trends from the global platform while makingfollows the evolutionary trends from the global platform while making
sure cost effectiveness is key.sure cost effectiveness is key.
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